CASE STUDY

Widespread attack surface leaves information vulnerable

100 field salespeople were added to the company

Summary of blocked threats prioritized by severity

Automatically quarantines and deletes threats, like PUPs

Challenges

- **Nationwide sales force** increases the company’s attack service
- **Many opportunities for cyberattackers** to breach the company’s defenses and steal intellectual property
- **Nearly 100 new field salespeople** were added to the company

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Multi-vector protection**: Malwarebytes employs multiple layers of technology to address advanced threats that leverage different attack vectors.
- **Easy migration**: Immunomedics migrated from Endpoint Security to Endpoint Protection with ease and effectiveness.
- **Automatic updates**: Updates are delivered through the cloud, so users don’t have to connect to the company’s network for the latest protection.
- **Real time protection**: Malwarebytes automatically blocks users from accessing websites that are infected.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Stops malware** from infecting systems
- **Provides detailed reports** for auditing
- **Simplifies endpoint protection** for remote users and IT staff
- **Protects users and data** from compromise due to malicious websites

CUSTOMER

Immunomedics

Salespeople across the country

100 field salespeople

INDUSTRY

Healthcare

IT ENVIRONMENT

Symantec Endpoint Protection antivirus, layered enterprise security infrastructure

SOLUTION

Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection
Malwarebytes gives us centralized policy management and consolidated visibility across all of our endpoints. I don’t have to wonder if endpoints are protected—I know they are.

Brian Padovano, Systems Analyst and Assistant Administrator
Immunomedics